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An eclectic mix of old hats and tour virgins made the long drive to the beautiful
Yorkshire town of Masham, nestled between the Yorkshire Dales and the North
York Moors. Even the Prius managed to arrive there, albeit a little late. The Kings
Head Hotel in Masham was the base for many of the tourists and the central
meeting place for all. Once assembled it was over to the White Bear for a
delicious meal organised by the man with the spreadsheet, Secretary Brazil. The
weekend happened to coincide with the White Bear beer and music festival, so
after being well fed, the tourists enjoyed dancing and singing along to the band
on the back of a lorry. It is reported (by her husband) that our good lady Jennie
Bond managed to pull a nice young Yorkshire roofer on the dance floor, with
photo evidence aplenty, we’ll wait for it to hit the media.

Saturday 22nd June 2019
Considering the weeks prior to tour had been filled with rain and wind, the sun
shone brightly on the first day. Breakfast and banter was enjoyed outside in the
town square and after a quick peruse around the market, a number of tourists
undertook the cross country yomp across field and dale to Swinton Park. The
walk could’ve been quicker, but having lost Joe and Anne off birdwatching, the
group were being led by the ever objectionable President Blyth and the long
suffering First Lady. Numerous discussions were had as to which path to take,
followed by numerous about turns and retracing of steps. Luckily having left with
plenty of time the intrepid explorers still managed to arrive at Swinton with time
to spare for a G&T.
The first match of the tour was versus the home team Swinton Park. As is
customary on tour, any player out for a duck gets the honour of playing in the
Flamingo suit. Dan Tucker was presented with this at the start of the match,
following his duck from the last match played. East Prawle won the toss and
elected to bat with the opening pair of Brazil and Surtees. Brazil was run out in
the 6th, with 13 runs and was replaced by S Tucker. The pairing of Surtees and
Tucker started racking up the runs and showed great promise for the day.
Surtees retired at 25 and was replaced by Douglas who was caught after 2 runs.
D Tucker followed and was bowled after 5 runs, Jefferies increased the total by
14 runs and Kovacic avoided the Flamingo by managing the necessary 1 run
before being caught. Morris increased the total by 7 and S Tucker retired having
achieved his 25. Swaddle was bowled for 5 and Joe the Mow accepted the
flamingo with great dignity going out for a duck. Feest also avoided the duck,
achieving her 1 run and with the rest of the eleven being out by the 25th over, it
was back to the star turns of Surtees and Tucker to swell the numbers. Tucker
was out in the 28th with 26 runs and Surtees finished not out with 31. At the end
of the 1st innings, Prawle were all out with 112 runs.
After a delicious Swinton tea, the second innings commenced with the batting
pair of T Cunliffe Lister and R Cockcroft, what these young gentlemen lacked in
stature they certainly made up for with enthusiasm! CL was bowled with 4 runs
on the scoreboard by Morris in the 5th and replaced by Webster. Joe the Mow
either attempted an amazing catch or tripped over the Flamingo suit and retired
with an injured shoulder. Cockcroft continued until he retired not out on 8 runs
at the end of the 10th. His replacement B Nettleton was bowled by Douglas with

4 runs, Webster retired not out, having gained his 25. Gardener made 2 before
being caught by Morris off a Surtees ball, and Hind was bowled by Surtees for a
duck, but was spared the Flamingo suit, this having been reclaimed by D Tucker
following Joe the Mow’s injury. Firth was bowled by Brazil for 5 and Snowy Owl
was bowled by Feest with only 1 run. The pairing of J Nettleton and Buchanan
then steadied the team. Buchanan retired in the 20th on 29 and Robinson was
bowled by Kovacic for 6. With nine and a half overs still to play and ten runs
required for the win, Captain Cunliffe Lister took to the field and commenced the
countdown with a 4. Another 4 followed from J Nettleton and a couple of singles
and it was all over. Swinton Park won in the 23rd over by 4 wickets.

The tourists finished their afternoon at Swinton with a consolatory drink on the
terrace and then returned to Masham for a wash and brush up before joining the
CL’s for a barbecue. An evening of merriment commenced and following the
meal, the statutory fines commenced awarded by the Right Honourable Grand
Master Fines Officer Stephen Tucker. As ever the fines were varied and targeted
the standard clothing choices, grumpiness, general stupidity and innuendous
comments. Kate’s sausage going in the wrong hole gained a fine as did the four
gentlemen, including our gracious host, wearing their brand new patchwork
shirts. Pudding and more beverages followed, together with some more dancing.

The second match of Neil’s Nuts V Masham Marauders started with the Prawle
team bowling. FCL’s bowling resulted in 13 runs to MM and Bolton, having a
celebrated return to cricket (albeit in Crocs), increased their score by 5. Douglas
gave MM 4 runs and Morris’ another 11 taking the total after 4 overs to 133.
Brazil’s bowling allowed only a further 2 runs and with only 3 runs and a wicket
on the final over from Jefferies, the Nuts were chasing a total of 128.

The tourists finally migrated from the CL home and returned to the beer festival
for more beer and dancing before retiring to bed.
Sunday 23rd June 2019
Sunday morning dawned a little overcast, being probably a good thing for the
bleary eyed tourists. A number of the group were evidently unable to stick the
pace and left that morning and it was left to the hardened cricketers to create
the two teams of six to take part in the friendly contest. The two Prawle teams –
Dan’s Killer Strike Flamingos and Neil’s Nuts faced off against the Swinton Dads
and Lads teams – The Swindies and Masham Marauders. The tournament took
the form of six overs per inning with each player bowling an over. The batters
were in pairs and each pair batted for two overs. The scores started at 100 and
runs were counted as normal. Each wicket instead of being out, was counted as
minus ten runs.
The first match commenced at 12 noon with Dan’s Killer Strike Flamingos V The
Swindies. The first batting pair of K Morris and S Tucker achieved 10 runs, but a
wicket in the two overs reduced their total back to 100. D Tucker and Kovacic
had a great batting session with 27 runs and no wickets. The final pair of first
time cricketer Grove and Surtees also had a great run with 18 runs and no
wickets taking the score to beat to 145.
The Swindies team got 9 runs in their first 2 overs, but wickets from both Kovacic
and K Morris took their running total back to 89. Grove and D Tucker’s bowling
increased their score by 11 runs, taking the Swindies back to 100 after 4 overs. In
the final over S Tucker bowled a wicket and he and Surtees’ balls only allowed 3
more runs so the closing score was 93 runs to the Swindies. Therefore, a
convincing win for the Killer Strike Flamingos.

In the second innings the pair of Brazil and FCL achieved 16 runs and no wickets,
a score repeated by Douglas and Bolton, taking the total to 132. Jefferies could
be heard commenting as he and P Morris walked to the crease “well we’ll have
to do something pretty stupid to lose this now…..”.
Ball 5.1 – dot ball, 0 runs
Ball 6.1 – dot ball, 0 runs
ball 5.2 – Morris lbw, -10 runs
ball 6.2 – Jefferies caught, -10 runs
ball 5.3 – Jefferies bowled, -10 runs
ball 6.3 – Morris run out, -10 runs
ball 5.4 – Morris bowled, -10 runs
ball 6.4 – Morris, 1 run
ball 5.5 – Jefferies, 2 runs
ball 6.5 – Jefferies, 2 runs
ball 5.6 – Jefferies, 1 run
ball 6.6 – Jefferies run out, -10 runs
Closing score 78 runs for the Nuts, 128 to Masham Marauders, time for another
delicious Swinton Park tea.
Being the losers from the previous two rounds the wooden spoon match was
between Neil’s Nuts and The Swindies, with Swindies electing to bat. FCL opened
the bowling with 10 runs and a wicket, resetting The Swindies at 100 runs. Bolton
gave away 18 runs and Jefferies 2. Morris bowled a maiden, Brazil 5 and Douglas
9, ending the Swindies innings with 134 runs.
The second innings started in earnest with Morris and Jefferies desperate not to
replicate the previous match. They raced to an excellent 24 in the first two overs,
including a 5 run ball (and concern that oxygen might be needed). The pair of FCL
and Brazil increased the score by a further 11 runs putting the Nuts in the lead.
With a feeling of déjà vu and impending doom, over 5 started in the same way as
the previous match with a dot ball and a wicket for Douglas taking the score back
to 125. Bolton however steadied the ship and the pair tapped away to get to the
required 135 runs with the final ball of the match. Result: The Swindies 134 runs
and Neil’s Nuts 135 runs!
The tournament final was therefore between Dan’s Killer Strike Flamingos and
Masham Marauders. The pair of S Tucker and K Morris opened the batting and
ran up 11 before Morris was caught. Score over 2 – 101 runs. Kovacic paired

with D Tucker got five 4’s in the two overs, but all the effort was nearly wiped
out with a run out for Tucker and Kovacic himself being bowled. Score over 4 –
105 runs. The third pairing of Surtees and Grove clocked up a further 16 runs but
Grove was also bowled, so the innings ended with 111 runs to beat.
Over 1, Kovacic bowling, 5 runs on the board. Over 2, K Morris bowling, 3 runs.
Over 3, Grove bowling, 4 runs. Over 4, D Tucker bowling, 5 runs. Over 5, S Tucker
bowling, 3 runs, taking the total to 120 runs. Surtees needed to save the day and
started well with dot, wicket (-10), 1, dot. With 2 balls to go the scores were all
tied 111 runs each. Unfortunately the dream finish was not to be and the final
Masham batting pair of MCL and TCL scored a run apiece to end the match;
Masham Marauders 113 runs to Dan’s Killer Strike Flamingos 111 runs. Two
amazingly close, fun and exciting matches from a format created by our host.
Thanks to Mark Cunliffe Lister for two lovely days of cricket.

Yet again more Tourists were beaten by the pace and headed off on the long
road back down to Prawle and it was left to the hardiest (or most alcoholic) of all
to survive the final night in Masham. The CL’s kindly invited all remaining to an
Indian takeaway night in their home. Thank you gifts were given, a fine selection
of Indian food was eaten and the evening was rounded off testing the Tourists
guessing skills with three rounds of ‘Who am I?’. Councillor Brazil will be from
now on referred to as Nuts and for anyone who doesn’t know, Mrs Blyth went to
school with Joanna Lumley.
The tour ended up at a more sedate pace, everyone in bed before midnight in
anticipation of the long trek back to Devon. All agreed it was a spectacularly fun
weekend in a spectacular place with spectacular hosts.
Thanks to Mark, Felicity and Tim for their sporting prowess, generosity and
organisation and for opening their home to this ramshackle bunch of Prawleites.
Love you Masham and hope to see you again soon!!

The Tourists
David and Sarah Anslow, Anne Ayling and Joe the Mow Stephens
Helen Ayling and Ross Wakeham, Mr President Tim and First Lady Anne Blyth.
The Paparazzi Mark and Sarah Bolton, Jennie Bond and Jim Keltz,
Nicola and Tudor Brown, Robbie and Sarah Bunn
Nick Ansell and his ladies, Justine Grove and Mary Roberts
Sallyann Cox, Secretary Julian ‘Nuts’ Brazil and the Prius
Stephen Tucker, Dan Tucker, Neil Douglas and Wayne Kovacic
Dale Jefferies, Pete, Kate and Georgie Morris,
Robin and Wendy Surtees, John and Del Swaddle

